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Abstract

Some properties of the lattice dielectric gauge theories (LDGT) at finite tem-
perature are studied and discussed. We have found several essential points to
be mentioned: 1) deconfinement phase transition at certain values of dielectric
potential parameters takes place; 2) space-like Wilson loop obeys area law at
any temperature; 3) a possibility to introduce gauge invariant mass for dielectric
field leads to existence of magnetic charge and sources of gluon current screen-
ing; such properties could mean a lack of infrared problem in dielectric theories
unlike pure Yang-Mills theories at T ^ 0. We show how an effective theory for
static modes of high-temperature lattice Wilson QCD can appear to be LDGT
performing a corresponding reduction and discuss the general properties of the
effective model obtained.
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1 Magnetic fields at high temperature (instead of
introduction)

An extensive analysis of finite temperature behaviour of quantum chromodynamics
(QCD) is particularly dictated by still quickly increasing interest in credible results
on the phase structure of strongly interacting matter. These are highly desirable in
many fields of contemporary relativistic physics ranging from cosmology to laboratory
experiments on ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions. An attractive theoretical idea
has been expected a perturbative treatment of weakly-interacting quark-gluon gas
to be quite conclusive even despite the serious infrared divergence which has been
quickly noticed [1]. It appears at ^6(T)-order of coupling constant g(T) but the
mass scale for nonstatic (with finite energy) fermion and boson modes of 0{T) are
radiatively generated encouraging the original belief.

In fact, the remaining boson zero modes demonstrate the distinctive behaviours in
electric and magnetic sectors. The electrostatic fields acquire a thermal mass mei ~
g(T)T as an infrared cut-off at the one-loop approximation unlike the magnetostatic
ones which are not screened at this level. The screening mass for the latters should
be, at least, of j2(T)-order being controlled by an effective pure gauge theory in
three dimensions. But this approach turns out certainly questionable if the infrared
divergence is developing the condensation of the electrostatic potential as has been
early guessed [2], [3] and argued in nonperturbative calculations [4], [5] which become
the only relevant ones. Moreover, recent two-loop calculations of the magnetic mass
from vacuum polarization tensor (which is the two-point space-like current correlation
function) Uu(k ~* 0,ko = 0) in arbitrary relativistic gauge displayed the singularity
and gauge dependence of the result leading to conclude that it can not be trusted
as higher order corrections are not calculable systematically [6]. Though it has been
shown that a partial resummation of the Feynman graphs in thermal QCD can lead
to gauge invariant result [7] manifesting a remarkable link between finite temperature
QCD and topological gauge theories [8].

It seems that the calculation of the chromomagnetic mass could be arranged in
the lattice approach in a full analogy with an exploration of the Debye screening
mechanism through the correlations of the Polyakov lines [9]. But in this case the
basic objects for appropriate analysis are the spatial Wilson or 't Hooft loops. The
corresponding Monte-Carlo studies of the 't Hooft loop correlation functions in SU(2)
pure gauge system [10] and in modified Mack-Petkova SU(2) gauge theory which
does not contain dynamical magnetic monopoles [11] have shown that in the high-
temperature phase the static non-abelian fields axe really screened for distances much
larger than the screening length which behaves as mmag ~ g2(T)T being in complete
accordance with the prediction of an effective three-dimensional Yang-Mills theory.

Actually, this above mentioned analysis of chromomagnetic screening looks as
requiring a renovation in view of a steady progress in lattice calculations. It needs to
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be realized with new theoretical ideas for spacelike "wave functions" [12] and recent
Monte-Carlo results on finite temperature behaviour of spacelike Wilson loop [13]
pointing out the enhancement of a string tension with increasing temperature in
contrast to preceding calculations. Indeed, it has been already discussed [14] that
spacelike Wilson loop obeys the area law behaviour at arbitrary high temperature
and argued [15] that such a behaviour of spatial Wilson loops in quark-gluon plasma
provides the magnetic confinement of all sources being in fundamental representation.
The recent analytical calculations [16], [17] have touched these nonperturbative effects
basing on the interpretation of numerical data on quark-antiquark wave function in
a spacelike direction [18]. The wave function discussed could be a physical one in
a space where the temporal and one of space directions are interchanged. It brings
such a space direction in the compact form with a length y and conceptually allows
a system to be tractable with the DeTar conjecture [19] on the different dynamical
scales of the quark-gluon plasma. In terms of this approach the quark becomes very
massive at high temperature (m, ~ T) and its propagation can be described by the
nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation with the pertinent potential. A wave function
obtained explains the data in a sense but such a picture is not much informative
to understand the nature of the chromomagnetic screening and its influence on the
plasma physics. This problem is still pending.

Going to discuss it here we consider as heuristically very important the conclusions
of Ref.[14] that :

1) area law implies standard weak coupling expansion to be inapplicable at least
to all modes of chromomagnetic sector;

2) just due to the duality relation [20], [21] perimeter law behaviour for the 't
Hooft disorder parameter is indicative for screening of monopole potential.

Accepting those we need, then, to answer two important questions : a) which
modes are responsible for the area law behaviour or, in other words, what is mecha-
nism of high-temperature screening, and b) whether it is possible to co-ordinate this
fact with deconfinement of static charges.

The good candidate to describe high-temperature behaviour of static chromomag-
netic modes could be gauge dielectric theory which can be considered as an effective
theory resulting from integration over infrared safe non-static modes. There exist
several reasons to believe in that. Firstly, in the framework of LDGT we could have
the transparent explanation of area law mentioned above. Secondly, (L)DGT allows
to introduce (even on the classical level) a gauge invariant mass into the Lagrangian.
In our case this mass of dielectric field could serve as a necessary parameter of chro-
momagnetic (monopole) charge screening at high temperature. In naive classical
limit and/or even in lattice perturbative theory this mass cetainly has to vanish.

The next section is devoted to general description of LDGT at finite tempera-
ture. We give some rather formal arguments that in this class of gauge theories the
deconfinement phase transition can take place at some conditions to be imposed on



dielecti.c field potential. We are discussing area law for Wilson loop in fundamental
representation and perimeter law for Wilson loop in adjoint representation. In the
second part we perform a reduction of Wilson (d + l)-gauge theory to d-dimensional
static model. We develop a new approach to reduction which is quite different from
those used in continual theory and grounded on the expansion in the Fourier series
not gauge field potentials AJjc) but matrices of gauge field in fundamental represen-
tation. The corresponding perturbative expansion for non-static modes is built and
main corrections to pure static contribution are calculated. It is shown how this re-
duction can be adjusted for the theory with dynamical quarks. The resulting theory
for static configurations appears to be a little more complicated version of standard
LDGT. A general picture and some still unsolved problems are drawn in Summary.
Besides we discuss a continuum limit for our effective model and the problem of cal-
culation of the mass of dielectric field. Appendix is reserved to adduce a proof that
in our effective LDGT: i) fundamental Wilson loop obeys area law; ii) adjoint Wilson
loop obeys perimeter law.

2 LDGT at finite temperature

In what follows we treat LDGT for S£f(2)-gauge group introduced in [22] (for general
introduction the recent survey [23] can be useful). The partition function of the pure
gauge model is

/n (1)
where

= E E A ^ C + ̂  E **(*)*:(*) + E vw)\ (2)

*,. = P^, Up e SU{2), 0<p<oo (3)

U(4) = p3dpDfi(U). (4)

Dfx{U) is the invariant group measure and

\^ = Ao = i/g2, |Uori/ = fl

= A = r ' / S 2 . A*, " ^ 0 (5)
f = ac/ag

(6)

Using (3) we can rewrite the kinetic term as

E E *"*>*%. = E P{dP)U(dp) = £ *($p) (7)
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where p(dp), U(dp) and <&(dp) are the products of corresponding matrices along min-
imal plaquette.

As usual the periodic boundary conditions in imaginary time direction are im-
posed

(8)

/? being the inverse temperature.
We are interested here in the phase structure of the model defined by (1),(2) and

the behaviour of space-like correlation functions.
Just as in the Wilson model, in LDGT the deconfinement phase transition can

happen, though the way to conclude that is a little more complicated. In order to
understand the most principal features of the phase structure of the Wilson model it
is convenient to consider only the chromoelectric part of the action. Following this
strategy we limit ourselves to the chromoelectric part of the action (2):

(9)

Starting from the simplest case m = 0, V(p) = 0 and fixing static diagonal gauge
for time component of 5C/'(2)-matrices in (3) we come after integrating over spatial
gauge fields Un(x) to

Z =

n £ ( I I it(>*p(dpo))n,(wg)a;(wt)) (10)
S,n Z=0 I

where Wi is the "standard" Polyakov loop, W{x) = n<^i Uo(t), fij is the character of
l-th. irreducible representation and /; is the modified Bessel function. Let us mention
there is one more gauge-invariant time-like loop in LDGT, namely

N,

1=1

In order to determine the quark-antiquark potential we need to use just this definition.
The effective action in (10) is invariant under Z{N)gi-transformations Wj —> zWg, z €
Z(N)si. Studying spontaneous breakdown of Z(N )gi-symmetiy we might employ
both definitions since both loops transform in the same way. In fact, equation (10)
is very similar to the corresponding equation for partition function (in the same
approach) of the standard Wilson model. Intuitively it is clear though the expectation
value < p(dpo) > is not equal to zero but it will be sufficiently small if p = 0
is the unique maximum of the action. Changing p(dpo) —»< p(dpo) > in (10) we
come to well-known expression for partition function of the Wilson model, where
A —> A = Ao < p(dpo) >. Obviously, when 0 < p < oo the partition function will not



be dependent on Ao (after substitution p -* p\~1/4). Then, < p(dp0) >= \olconst
and expectation value < W > does not depend on Ao as well. In Wilson model the
phase transition happens at A —* oo. When A—>0, < W > = 0 that corresponds to
the confining phase. Hence, if p = 0 is the unique maximum of the dielectric action
(2), Ao < p(dp0) > « 0 and therefore we are always in the confined phase < W > = 0.
Embedding non-zero mass cannot change this conclusion because in this case p = 0
will be higher global maximum (as usually, mass term suppresses large fluctuations
around global maxima).

In general case we can determine < p(dpo) > with sufficiently good accuracy
neglecting Polyakov loop interactions as

<3

m2£p*(*) - V(p)] (12)
po i

One may easily see from (12) that dielectric field potential V(p) can always be ad-
justed in such a way that mmp £ 0 and so < p(dpo) > = /(Ao, m,...) will cover
necessary part of the real axis. Then deconfinement phase transition will take place
in the model. Keeping this result we have to adjust the coefficients in V(p) in such a
way that at temperature increasing from confining phase a new minima p ^ Q could
be reached either at the same temperature as the deconfinement or a little earlier.
Since V(p) is fixed in a sense by requirements of the standard naive (and, may be,
perturbative) Yang-Mills limit [24] we do not know whether it is possible to find V(p)
satisfying new conditions. Answering this question requires additional tune calcula-
tions. Nevertheless, the main conclusion as to the possibility of deconfinement phase
transition should be kept in LDGT.

What is more interesting is the behaviour of space-like correlation functions. We
mentioned above that if the Wilson loop in fundamental (adjoint) representation
obeys area (perimeter) law or the 't Hooft loop obeys perimeter law it means the
screening monopole-antimonopole potential. LDGT demonstrates just such a be-
haviour. Let us resume briefly these properties of LDGT. First of all this statement
is obvious in the limit Ao = 0. Then we have "standard" LDGT [22] and funda-
mental Wilson loop according to the theorem of [22] exhibits area law behaviour
due to an independence of periodic boundary conditions of mentioned theorem. An
adjoint Wilson loop obeys perimeter law what can be shown using the expansion of
the propagator proved in [22]. As to the 't Hooft loop we do not know any gen-
eral duality relations for LDGT. Nevertheless, at least in the high-temperature phase
where minp ^ 0 or effective value of p can be non-zero an approach p —>< p >
might be utilized. It means the usual dual relations between 't Hooft and Wilson
loops are valid [20] ,[21] and, hence, one concludes that at high temperature in LDGT
the perimeter behaviour of the 't Hooft loop leads to screening effects for magnetic
charges (or corresponding currents).
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We do not prove these statements as the more general case Ao ̂  0 will be discussed
in Appendix for the induced theory.

3 Reduction of the Wilson theory at high temper-
atures and induced dielectric model

Here we present a method much analogous in its idea to the recent development of
perturbative expansion resumming [25] conjectured to cure the infrared divergences
of finite temperature QCD. Actually, the reduction looks like isolation of static con-
tribution in the action after Fourier transforming gauge fields A^x) with further
calculation of multi-loop corrections over massive non-static modes. This procedure
has been already performed both in continuum theory for the Yang-Mills action [26],
[27] and on the lattice for the Wilson action [28]. In the latter the reduction be-
yond the perturbative horizon [28], [29] can be accomplished as the gauge matrix
U = exp(gaA) expansion is not necessary.

We develop proper high-temperature expansion and the corresponding reduction
dealing with the Fourier transformation of compact gauge matrices U^x) rather
than gauge fields A^(x) calculating then a static contribution resulting from such an
expansion. Two essential points distinguishing this approach from the preceeding
ones [26], [27], [28] appear to be the following. Firstly, the static sector generates
compact dielectric field leading to an effective dielectric theory. Secondly, since in
the present case Fourier transformation is not simple linear substitution the Jacobian
of this transformation is non-trivial and moreover it generates a mass of dielectric
field (which is, in fact, the mass of static modes). As to the non-static modes they
are massive as before [26] with the mass proportional to (nT) (in continuum limit).
Therefore, in this way we could construct quite reliable perturbative expansion for
massive modes.

Dropping the details (which can be found in [30]) we show the scheme of calcu-
lation only. The action of the finite-temperature Wilson theory we put down as the
sum of chromoelectric and chromomagnetic parts

S = SE + Sm, (13)

SE = 2Ae 52(cos ax cosax+iSpY, U(Uf+l + sinax sinax+t ]T SpUt<73U^+la3) (14)
i,/ t t

Sm = \mY;Sp[Uk(x,t)U,(x + k,t)U+(x + /,<)CT+(x,<)] (15)
p

We use the static diagonal gauge where Uo matrix takes the form

Uo = exp(iga0Ala3) (16)
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and the following parametrization for matrix Uk in (15)

Uk{x,t) = Iu°k(x,

= 1, M = (0,n) (17)

then, for instance,

vo = SpUk = cos(iAlY + (XJ)' + (xD'^.iflT* = exp(iAk)

and invariant 5£/(2)-group measure is

DU = rfW(X>*)2 - 1) (18)

In order to separate static configurations and to integrate over non-static ones we
introduce the Fourier transformation as

uS{x,t) = Nt~
i/2 X > x p ( ^ i n * K ( * , n ) (19)

n=0 •/v<

and Uk is rewritten as

Uk(x, t) = *fc(x) + JVr1/2a" ^ e x p ( ^ n < ) ^ ( ^ > " ) (20)
n = l " «

where
$fc(ar) = — £ ^ ( x , <), <T" = [/; ian], an - Pauli matrices (21)

Nt t

In terms of the Fourier components u(x,n) the action (13)-(15) splitted into static
and non-static parts reads

S = $£"• + S%at + Sn
E~" + S%-" (22)

[ x cos a I

sin a , sin ax+nSp$n{x)a3$+(x)<T3] (23)

(24)

/ ; ' - />') sm(2n/Nt)k]i>r (x, k)v?\x, -k) (25)

o



where / / = / , and the matrix f!j is

cos(ax - ax+i) 0
0 cos(ax + ax.
0 - sin(o
- si^a* - ax+t) 0

0 sin(ax - aI+/)
sin(ar + ax+!) 0

x+i) cos(ax + a r + ;) 0
0 cos(ax - ax+i)

and the periodic boundary conditions

(26)

have been taken into account. We put down S£~*' as a power expansion of static
modes $i(x)

S£~ * = So + 5, + S2 (27)

where

f, fc)i?r(*, - t )

is the polynomial of ihe second order in $,

/, - A )

x + k,k,)v?{x + I, k2)

^ ' ( s , — Jfci — ^2)] + all permutations of <3> with a^ (28)

is the polynomial of the first order in $ and

= ̂  E £
(x, - i , - fc2 - (29)

Aiming to receive a desirable effective model we have to integrate over non-static
modes i>(k ^ 0) and to calculate the Jacobian for the Fourier components coming
from the compactness condition in (IS).
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The initial partition function

Z = / I I <*/*(««) I IMU) exP(5) (30)
J i x,n

can be identically rewritten after the Fourier substitution (19) as

Z = /n<W««)n(nd"o (*,")) exrtSjf' + S?* + Se//) (31)

where Se/f is the result of integration over non-static modes in compact space defined
by equation (18). Using the integral representation for ^-function in (IS) one obtains

exp[5,//(a«,#B(x))] = / II( I I Tl)dvk(x>n)]l]_igo+C I[dXn{x,t)

e x P C *»(*> <)(1 - £ > " ) 2 ) + &&-' + So + S1 + S2}. (32)

This effective action had been calculated in strong coupling approach [30] that is
without So,Si,S2 terms. Here we explore another approach based on the "spherical
model" method known in the theory of spin systems [31] and S£/(iV)-lattice QCD
[32]. In our case the spherical approximation means

t M t It

The integral over A obtained is calculated by saddle point method at Nt —* oo. The
final result for the Jacobian is essentially the same as in [30] up to the corrections
appearing in strong coupling expansion. Since all modes u^o are massive they will
be treated perturbatively at T —» oo. We introduce the inherent sources to calculate
the lowest contributions coming from S£~3'. As the intermediate result we obtain
the following expression •

"+°d\n(x)exp[Xn(x)(Nt - W{x,n)Y)}3 (34) I

and besides the i/^o-integrations can be easily performed to produce |

= = / Ildf II«2.") exp[-( AB(x) I

\x-in)vk\xin))\ \&>) i

r,n k=l
N,-l

n-at

k=\

- 1 0 -



Computing the Gaussian integral we have

E = constiDetE)-1'2 exp r^l^E)-1^) (36)

where / = (x, n) is the space link and using definition (25) we find

E =

f'S)sm(2*/Nt)k) (37)

It is clear that
DetE = I ] I I DetE'^(k) (38)

One can see from (36), (37) that non-static modes are really massive with the mass
mjt = 2irkT in the limit Nt —* c© ,ap —» 0 in full accordance with continual QCD.
Calculating right hand side of (38) and integrating over An(x) in the mentioned limit
we come to the final expression for effective action (omitting irrelevant constants)

SefJ = £(4(Ae/A°)Nt cosv?xcos^x+n - 4(Ae/A0)cosa rcosa I+n -
x,n

RT \ 0 oo \ n

i L 5 p * * + ) + ln[l + £ -=!(£ + S2 + 53)» exp(rW)(\tErlrS;(li))] (39)
n

where <px = ATia;c = j3gAo(x). It should be emphasized that the saddle point A0 can
be approximated with good accuracy by constant at least in strong coupling region
where A0 = 2. From now on, we take just this value for A0 because it leads to well-
known expression for the action of interacting Polyakov loop model and coincides
with our previous results [30].

Two points we would like to emphasize here are the calculation of contributions
coming from non-static modes (last line in (39)) and incorporation of the effects of
the dynamical fermions.

As we are not interested here in elaborating the details of Sc/f expansion we limit
ourselves in describing the general strategy only and the calculation of the main
corrections to 5 e / / . As well-known the region f << 1 (where £ = ££) corresponds
to high-temperature approximation. We suppose to develop the high-temperature or
^-expansion for effective action which turns out to be natural here. Let Sffo be the
argument of the logarithmic function in (39). Then expanding exp(r(Ae£)~'r) in the
Taylor series one may easily deduce that main corrections appear to be

5|exp(r(AeJE)-V) ~ f (40)
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Since E~l is diagonal in the link indices, S^f/ ~ ^L + •••Thus, in the main approxi-
mation we obtain

Calculating the right hand side of the last equation we come to the first non-trivial
correction to the initial static contribution

* * « Mi x;/,n)HO

nl (x,x + n)(i'_k (l,x)) J + ... (42;

where we have denoted Sp($n(z)$i(i-(-n)o-+]cr+s) as QJ|/M(a:, i + n ) and £ = S^Si^F.
Eq. (42) shows just the first term of (3). All other terms can be obtained by per-
mutations of Q with F. This part of the effective action leads obviously to a local
action in continuum limit and corresponds to interaction of static mode $n(x) pla-
quette with each other and with chromoelectric potential. It is a non-trivial exercise
to find a continuum limit of S^j because static mode behaviour is unknown even in
naive limit. This means we do not know whether there is any correspondence to local
effective action for non-static contribution obtained in the framework of continuum
QCD.

Clarifying the role of dynamical fermions (here those are the Kogut-Susskind
fermions) we skip long calculations of the fermionic determinant and draw the fin.al
result for massless quarks only [30]. Then the quark effective action Sq

ci} resulting
from fermionic determinant over time indices calculated becomes after introduction
of the static components $„(«) as in (20),(21)

d

D*,V = E r)n(x)*n(x)Kr+n (43)
11— — d

where sign factor is T)n(x) = (_i)-ri+--+I»-i and colour indices are omitted. Wx is
a respective component of the Polyakov loop matrix in diagonal static gauge. The
similar result can be obtained for the theory with massive quarks [30]. As well as in
the pure gauge sector we develop the high-temperature ^-expansion for Sq

cjj leading
to

Sljj = - E f 2"L2n( W, $) (44)
n

where, for example,

* x,n

The high-order-corrections can be found in [30].
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The last technical step is the integration over static modes $n(x). As is known
for any matrix $ with Det$ / O w e can write $ = HU, where H = H+, U~l = U+.
On the other hand, for any 2 x 2 matrix we have

$ = Y, <f>vev, e0 = I, en = i<7n$0 = -zSpQ, $ n = —Sp$crn. (46)

If we put $„ = pUu where Y%=o U* = 1, then H = Ip, Imp = 0. Let us now choose
the fundamental representation for the matrix U — Vvew = DF• Thus

Uu = (cos(/3/2) cos(a + 7 ) /2 , sin(/3/2) sin(a - 7 ) /2 , sin(/3/2) cos(a - 7 ) /2 ,

cos(^/2)sin(

and we can easily show
(47)

moreover, dfi(U) is invariant SU(2) group measure. In such a way we rewrite the
static mode $„(#) into the form

±J2 U, (48)

0 < p <l,T? € SU(2). The integration measure has to be taken as in (47).
Taking (23),(24),(39),(42),(43),(48) together and substituting them into (31) we

finally obtain

Z = Yl ^ ( a t ) I I exp(0t cos ifix cos tpx+n — 2Ae cos a>x cos ax+n)Zp (49)
J x x,n

ZD = j ]I\fidp,dii{U,)] exp SD, (50)

01 = 4(Ae/A°)A\ / = (x ,n) isal ink.
The effective action 5D we call the induced dielectric action and

^J Slst (51)

We have introduced here

S r = AmiV(Sp.i: p(ap)!7(9p), (52)
p

AT \0

S°ma,, = - — • E 5p(*»(*)*;(*)) (53)
s x,n

Basically, the equations (49)-(53) set up our effective theory.
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Let us consider now pure gauge theory (SJ// = 0) neglecting also the corrections
to static contributions. The effective theory becomes in this approach

. COS Or+r.
x,n r,n

£ Z x ) V ; + n ) ) (54)
x,n x,n

where Vx was defined in (16).
Comparing Eqs.(50) and (54) to (1) - (4) one can easily deduce that (50) is

nothing but some kind of LDGT. There exist two important items to be emphasized
distinguishing our formulation from ones of Ref.[22] and described in previous section.
First of all the theory defined by (50) is compact since dielectric field obeys 0 <
p < 1 unlikely (3). Another significant difference comes from the presence of the
interaction term Sj?a( which as a matter of fact describes interaction between gauge
field, dielectric field and Higgs field. (It has been argued [4], [5] that eigenvalues
of the Polyakov loop at T ^ 0 can be considered as compact Higgs field in adjoint
representation because of periodic boundary conditions.)

4 Discussion (instead of summary)

Here we would like to ruminate over the most obvious consequences of the presented
calculations (keeping a spirit of our introduction) and to report some preliminary
results of [33].

1) Effective potential and mass of the dielectric field. The classical form of "naive"
effective potential for dielectric field can be easily obtained by neglecting the fluctu-
ations of the gauge field T7n(x) and taking the expectation value of Ao-gauge field in
Sgat. The resulting potential (see 55) is simple enough for analytical studying and
leads to conclude that the phase transition in perturbative vacuum may happen even
in strong coupling region. However, this could not be the case if we took into account
Z(iV)-configurations of the gauge field Un(x). It is clear from the decomposition (48)
that turning C/n(i) into the unit matrix immediatelly signifies p = 1. There is no
a great surprise since expanding Un(x) around the unit matrix means nothing but
usual perturbative approach and leads us to well-known reduction procedure when
dielectric vacuum vanishes identically. It seems to be doubtful since this vacuum
does not provide us with area law for spatial Wilson loop. Thus, there exists the
possibilyty to reach the desirable area law by conjecturing that the non-perturbative
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vacuum p = o is only available. In order to prove that we should construct "quan-
tum" effective potential for the field p. Adopting Vn{x) to Z(iV)-subgroup we are able
to perform appropriate "mean-field" summation over Z(Ar)-configurations (see [33])
and to demonstrate that "quantum" potential turns out to have a global minimum
at p = 0 in a suitable region of the parameters. Nevertheless, we understand that it
is not a strict proof and the possibility that the phase transition in the perturbative
vacuum could take place at very high temperature is not yet excluded. However, all
this does not affect the mass of the dielectric field (see 63). Restoring the physical
units we have

rr,d = T(A° - 2Ae < cos(a0gAo) >2).
It could be quite indicative to compare the numerical value of mj to that known

from MC-simulations [10], [11], [13] (this work is now in progress). The constant part
A0 could be cancelled out in mj or somehow changed after calculating the vacuum
contributions at zero temperature. In fact, we need to find a potential between heavy
'spatial' gluon sources, i.e. adjoint Wilson loop to have a real screening parameter.
However, one should keep in mind that the perimeter law justified for the Wilson loop
in Appendix is not enough conclusive for that and we are not able at the moment to
perform more exact analytical consideration.

2) Space-like correlation function.
One of our main results here is the calculation of the expectation value of the

spatial Wilson loop and corresponding "string tension". We argued seriously that if
the chromomagnetic QCD vacuum at high temperature is the dielectric one and the
global minimum of the effective action is reached at p = 0 the fundamental Wilson
loop will obey perimeter law at any temperature. This result gives, in a sense, a
physical interpretation to the previous investigations [14], [15]. We believe that this
conclusion takes, in fact, much more far reaching consequences for the quark-gluon
plasma physics. For example, the "string tension" (69), (70) could be useful for some
phonomenological calculations similar to [17].

The intriguing question is a connection (if any) between the mass of the dielectric
field rrid and the items sketched in the introduction, but to perform that we need
to calculate both spatial adjoint Wilson loop and t'Hooft loop describing monopole-
antimonopole potential. This calculation is at the moment under the process as
well.

3) Continuum limit of the effective dielectric action and Kazakov- Migdal (KM)
model.

Finally, let us mention briefly the problem of the continuum limit of the effective
action. As we know there exist at least two approaches to find it. One (described
in [23]) tells us that we can pass to that averaging dielectric field over plaquettes
p(dp) —* pA(x). The second one demands to change Yang-Mills potentials by adding
a term proportional to the unit matrix in colour space [24]. As a result we obtain
the Yang-Mills action where A%aa -» A°aa + IBn. (Although in [24] the terms were
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added to potential V(p) in order to kill some contribution of the pure dielectric sector
what is not the case here.) Both approximations look quite reliable, so it is difficult
to prefer one of them at the classical level. It means we should know more about
the quantum induced LDGT in order to indicate its true continuum limit. At the
moment this question is not yet answered. Nevertheless, the naive continuum limit is
well defined. It is clear from Eq. (48) that p = 1 if we expand gauge matrix around
the unit one going to limit aa —» 0. It signifies that we obtain in the continuum limit
the standard Lagrangian which usually emerges at reduction of the initial continuum
action taking into account one loop approach in non-static modes (see, for example,
[26]). It seems to be rather important moment since it demonstrates that in the
perturbative approach the dielectric field vanishes and we run into infrared problem.

Our next remark concerns the KM-model at high temperature. Recently, there
has been a splash of interest in describing high-temperature deconfinement phase
of the lattice QCD by using the KM-model (see,for example,[34]). Comparing our
effective action (54) to the corresponding formula in [34] (namely (14)) it does not
take a lot of efforts to conclude that in the only case when the global maximum is
located at p = 1 there exists a possibility to get the KM-model from Sf-0' and the
arguments drawn in [34] will be valid.

5 Appendix

Here we adduce the proof that fundamental Wilson loop obeys area law whereas
adjoint loop displays perimeter law at some values of the parameters of the effective
action. We give simplified version of the similar proof used in [22] adjusting it to our
model (50) with the action (54).

Let us begin with an effective potential for the dielectric field. Neglecting fluc-
tuations of the gauge field around the center elements of the matrices U(x,n) and
V(x) we find

V.ffip) = 2\mP* - (A0 - 2\c)p
2 (55)

It is clear from this equation that two vacua are available in principle. First one is p =
0 that obviously corresponds to non-perturbative vacuum. Second "perturbative"
vacuum p = 1 is more preferable at 2(Am + Ae) - Ao > 0. The critical point can
be approximately estimated as f + £ - 1 = g* if we take strong coupling value of the
saddle point A0.(This estimate could be improved by taking Am —* Xm < S^at > and
Ae -» Ae < S$at >).

Now we presuppose the vacuum p = 0 and calculate spatial Wilson loop assuming
the Wilson loop W(C) placed in the (1 - 2)-plane with Cx,Ci,C3, C4 being the parts
of the loop contour, where Cj = (3,0),C3 = (s,T),s — x\. L,T are the sizes of the
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choosen rectangular loop. Then we can write down W(C) as

£ »=0 »=£-l

i ( n *.(*,0)..+I^*,+(«,T)A+1 A)*2(C2)atA*J(<^)a.A (56)
^ «=o

implying a sum over colour indices. Subdividing action So into two parts

SD = S*(»i, *»#•) + $ > ( * M I ) (57)

where

x

l;n?Sl I

Ae£Wi(*)vr#f(*)v;+Bl)) (58)
r

we present the partition function as

lexp(5D($n;SI ))/£>$, exp(-*?(*)A£*f(y)) (59)

where we have denoted

D ^(n) - NtXe

n ^ n=2,...^

•+(*) +* R (*y*+(* + ni)<r+--). (60)

Using it one finds for the expectation value of the Wilson loop

< W(C) > = ^ / / ?^ iexp(5 D ($ n ; £ 1 ) )*2(C 2 ) a i , / 3 l § 2
+ (C , ) O 0 , A )

, . 4 l A
)

+)) (61)

where we introduce the sources r which should be turned into zero after taking all
derivatives. At this point we introduce a mass for the dielectric field. Obviously, the
following part

(62)
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of the action Sg"* will contribute to the mass at high temperature where the Polyakov
loop develops non-vanishing expectation value. In the present case, however, the
contribution to the mass will be rather coming not from Polyakov loop expectation
value but from < Ao >-condensate. There is no problem to understand from the last
equation that we should expand cos cex going to the continuum limit up to the second
order in ax (unlike the Polyakov loop COSI^I itself). It means that dielectric field
mass will include a term proportional to < Ao >-condensate squared if it falls (about
< Ao >-condensate see, for example, [5], [27]). Hence, we can write in dimensionless
units on the lattice

ml = JV,(A° - 2Ae < cos(a0gAo) >2) (63)

It is problematic, of course, to determine above mass for all values of the coupling
constant especially in the continuum limit. Nevertheless, we can see that there is a
constant part of Eq. (63) which will dominate at least in the strong coupling regime.
This observation is in agreement with [17] only when we neglect the temperature
dependent part of the dielectric field mass.

Let m* > 2dXmNt and Ae « 0. Then two main approaches are the following. In
the indicated area of the parameters the dominant contribution to the path integral
comes from the region $ n « 0 because pn = 0 is the unique maximum of the action.
It results to that we may use Gaussian approach for calculation of the path integral.
In any case it is a good approximation since < p2 > « -fa.

The action SE"' generates the additional term in the dielectric field mass. We
neglect the fluctuations around < Ao >-condensate considering as usually that the
most crucial features of the Polyakov loop dynamics are contained in the action
ySpWxSpW*+n. Integrating over $i and calculating all derivatives we find that

W{C) >= ^ /

9=0

where K = T if we work with fundamental Wilson loop. As a propagator we use the
following expansion

A"1 = m - 2 [ £ ( ^ ) < ( £ <?„)'] (65)
;=o m i

Now we could utilize the estimates available in [22].
1) Wilson loop in fundamental representation.
Let Un{x) in (48) belong to fundamental representation of SU(2). Then K = T

in (64). Using obvious inequalities

*2(C2)$2
+(C4) < 1 (66)

and
A-'(/7) > A-'(0) (67)
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one may easily demonstrate that Wilson loop shows area law behaviour

< W(C) > < const exp(-7Diir) (68)

where d is the spatial dimension. The appearence of the power ( — T) in expansion of
the propagator A"1 is obvious because, firstly, the massive propagator is exponen-
tially decreasing. Secondly, owing to the invariant integration the first non-vanishing
contribution coming from A"1 appears when the expansion (65) fills all area con-
tained in the loop contour. Eq. (68^ is in accordance with [22] since our "string
tension" is

1 + eaD

where e is some small quantity (see [22]) and

Eqs. (69),(70) show that the "string tension" being proportional to the dielectric
field mass becomes more "rigid" with temperature increasing as Ao-condensate falls
supporting the MC-results [13].

2). Wilson loop in adjoint representation.
Let Z7n(z) in (48) belong to the adjoint representation of SU(2). To calculate the

corresponding Wilson loop we consider the following decomposition

W(C)adj = P(C)W(CU (71)

Then the following equation for the expectation values is valid

< W(C) >aij = < W(C)W+(C) >,-< p(C) > (72)

where the index / denotes fundamental representation. Now it is clear due to the
properties of the invariant integration that K = 0 in (64). Hence, we have

< W(C)W+(C) >,=< (A-'Vo > (73)

At last using the same inequalities (66), (67) we come to the perimeter law for adjoint
Wilson loop immediately from the above equation

< W(C) >adj> (m-2)2<t+T> (74)

This paper was completed when one of us (G.Z.) was staying at Institute for
Nuclear Study (Tokyo University). He is much grateful to Profs. T.Yamazaki and
Y.Akaishi for providing the perfect conditions for fruitful work. Special greetings
come to his friends N.Kawamoto for critisism and interesting advices , O.Morimatsu
and T.Kubo for permanent assistance.
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